INTRODUCTION knowledge of spark breakdown for various gap ge-
A ometries is essential when designing gas-insulated HV apparatus. A large amount of experimental data is available in standard textbooks on HV engineering and electrical breakdown of gases. Many empirical formulae are available from which breakdown or corona onset field strengths may be calculated. Such formulae are, however, valid only within certain ranges, and extrapolation can lead to large errors. It may, therefore, be of interest to consider the possibilities for a direct application of the physics of gaseous breakdown in the design of gas-insulated HV equipment.
The classical Townsend theory of the growth of ionization is fundamental to any discussion of breakdown of gaseous dielectrics. It is generally accepted that the Townsend theory of breakdown can account for the onset of breakdown in uniform fields under quasi-static conditions. However, in order to give a detailed description of the many observed phenomena of engineering importance, the Townsend theory must be supplemented by the streamer concept of breakdown. Based on these physical concepts, quantitative criteria for 'the onset of breakdown have been proposed. These are, however, of limited value to the HV engineer. The main problem is that such criteria are difficult to apply to practical situations. The necessary physical data may either not be available or, if so, are presented in a form which is alien to engineering applications.
Another complication is related to the fact that the growth of ionization is exponential. This can, owing to the mathematical nature of exponential functions, lead to procedures which appear to give acceptable results. A closer analysis may reveal, however, that quite meaningless properties are hidden in the criteria. For example, the electron avalanche may contain an impossibly large number of electrons, but the criteria can still yield acceptable breakdown data. It is in a way too easy to formulate a criterion for breakdown. The effects of these mathematical difficulties can be minimized, however, by formulating the quantitative criterion in such a way that it does not contain any parameter which is chosen arbitrarily and thus acts ils a sort of 'fiddle factor'. An example of such a parameter can be the K-factor in the streamer criterion for breakdown. A consistent and physically mejningful approach to the evaluation of K is adopted in the present paper.
practical relevance with respect to the design of electrical insulation.
BASIC CONCEPTS THE CURRENT IN THE LEAD
HE currents flowing in the gas between the elec-T trodes during the formation of a breakdown are related to the motion of electrons and ions in the applied electric field. These spatially distribJted currents can be described by the current density J given by n J-= P d i "
where p is the charge density and ii the drift velocity, v = 0 refers to electrons and n is the number of possible species of positive and negative ions. The relationship between these distributed currents and the current flowing in the lead to an electrode often causes conceptual difficulties .
Following a discussion of the basic concepts, quantitative criteria will be derived for the onset of breakdown Let I denote the current flowing in the lead towards in atmospheric air and similar weakly-electronegative gases. Thereafter, a comparable criterion is formulated for strongly-electronegative gases such as SFG. These criteria contain no quantities other than those which can be obtained directly from breakdown voltage measurements in a uniform field, i.e. from Paschen curve data. No specific data are required for the ionizing coefficients of the gas. The advantage, from an engineering point of view, is that it is much easier to perform reliable Paschen curve measurements than it is to measure ionization growth parameters. The price paid is that criteria formulated in this way cannot be employed to yield unknown Paschen curves.
The criteria can be applied to any nonuniform field configuration provided the electrostatic field distribution is known. Moreover, in many cases, a simple analytical approximation to the field distribution can render an extensive calculation of the electrostatic field unnecessary.
the electrode and let It be the current which represents the transfer of charge from the electrode into the interelectrode space. These currents are, as a consequence of the principle of the conservation of charges, related to the net charge Q on the electrode in the following way
dQ I = & + -dt
The charge Q would, in the absence of inter-electrode space-charges, simply be given by the capacitance C of the system and the applied voltage U, i.e. Q = CU. In the presence of inter-electrode space charges, an additional charge, the induced charge q, will however occur on the electrode. The net charge thus becomes
The following discussions will deal exclusively with situations in which the onset of breakdown in the system is synonymous with the onset of a corona discharge. Breakdown situations in which corona stabilization is operative are not addressed because these are of limited
The induced charge depends in a unique way on the magnitudes and locations of the inter-electrode space charges, but it is independent of the applied voltage. An infinitesimal charge dQ somewhere between the electrodes will induce a charge dq on the electrode and dq will, in view of the principle of superposition, be proportional to d Q , i.e. addition, the following condition must be fulfilled at all dielectric interfaces
The dimensionless quantity 'p is a positive scalar function which depends on the location of dQ only. The entire induced-charge on the electrode will thus be given by
in which p is the volume-charge density at the location of the volume element dR. The volume integral is extended over all the space between the electrodes.
In the absence of polarizable material the function 'p is, as shown by Maxwell [l] , a solution to Laplace's equation
with the boundary conditions 'p = 1 at the surface of the measuring elec,trode and 'p = 0 at all other electrodes.
Any available method of electrostatic field calculation can be used to evaluate 'p. Let V, be the potential a t a point in the inter-electrode space in the absence of any space charges when the potential of the electrode is U, and all other electrodes are a t zero potential. V, is then given by
This means that vc U,
It is important to note that V, and U, are entirely fictitious quantities such that U, can be given any arbitrarily chosen value, i.e. U, is not synonymous with the applied voltage during the formation of a gaseous discharge. For this reason the expression V,/U, should not be inserted in Equation (5) .
In the presence of polarizable materials, e.g. when discussing gaseous breakdown within voids in solid dielectrics, the function 'p must be replaced by another dimensionless function X [2, 3, 4] . This function is also given by Laplace's Equation but in the following form
in which E is the permittivity of the polarizable dielectric. The boundary conditions are X = 1 a t the surface of the electrode and X = 0 at all other electrodes. In ax ax
where the signs + and -refer to the two sides of the interface and X is differentiated in the direction normal to the interface. Any standard method for calculation of space-charge-free electrostatic fields can be applied to evaluate X from the equations
U, is the arbitrarily chosen potential of the electrode and V, is the potential of a point in the inter-electrode space. All other electrodes are at zero potential.
The current flowing in the lead towards the electrode
Differentiation of Equation (5) 
Insertion in Equations (18) and (14) gives the following expression for the current I flowing in the lead towards the electrode when charges are in motion in the interelectrode space
It should be noted that I t , i.e. the current representing the actual transfer of charge from the electrode to the gap, does not appear explicitly in the expression for the current in the lead. The reason is that this transfer of charge is associated with a corresponding simultaneous change in the induced charge without any transfer of charge through the lead to the electrode. The charges which are transferred to the gap from the electrode contribute to the current in the lead solely by the effects of their motions in the gap between the electrodes.
Since cp is a solution to Laplace's equation, see Equations (6), (7) and (8), the gradient of 'p can be found
in which l?, is the field strength in the space charge free electrostatic field between the electrodes when the electrode is given the arbitrarily chosen potential U, and all other electrodes are a t zero potential. It must be emphasized that U, is not synonymous with the applied voltage during discharge activities. Insertion of Equation (21) in Equation (20) should therefore not be made.
Formulae similar to Equation (20) have been given by many authors, see for example von Engel and Steenbeck [5] , Shockley [6] , and Ram0 [7] . These formulae are referred to by some authors as the Ramo-Shockley theorem. It should, however, be remembered that quantitative treatments of this problem based on the concept of induced charges date back at least to Maxwell. This will be found in the first edition of his Treatise [l] , but not in the third edition edited by J. J. Thomson. In experimental studies of breakdown, the time-integral of the current I in the lead, i.e. the charge flowing to the electrode from the power source, is often measured. Integration of Equation (14) shows that this measured charge Qm is given by The transferred charge Qt will be equal to the net charge in the inter-electrode space provided that no charge has been transferred t o or removed from the gap at any of the other electrodes, i.e.
The measured charge Qm can thus be written in the form
It should be noted that the measured charge cannot simply be identified with the sum of the capacitive charge and the transferred charge, an assertion which is often seen in the literature. Such a n identity would require that the induced charge be reduced to zero at the .end of the integration interval. This condition would be fulfilled only if a charge equivalent t o the transferred charge left the gap via the other electrodes.
T H E EFFECTIVE COEFFICIENT OF IONIZATION
Growth of ionization can be approached in two different ways. From a molecular point of view, it is the individual ionizing collision processes described in terms of probabilities and collision cross sections which are of primary interest. In HV engineering, it is the collapse of the voltage across a gap as a result of gaseous breakdown which is of paramount importance. This phenomenon involves so many collision processes that it is natural to consider the event as a macroscopic phenomenon described in terms of macroscopic swarm parameters such as primary and secondary coefficients of ionization. The number of electrons participating in the ionizing processes is then so large that, in view of the Law of Large Numbers [8] , it makes sense to represent the actual number of electrons, which of course can take only integer values, by a continuous function. This makes it possible to apply mathematical concepts such as differentiation and integration to the analysis of the growth of ionization in electron avalanches.
From a pragmatic point of view, the effective coefficient of ionization 6 is defined by means of the differential equation
with z being a coordinate along the field line in the electric field along which an electron avalanche is developing. N ( z ) is a continuous, differentiable function which represents the actual number of electrons Ne participating in the collision processes. It should be noted that the effective coefficient of ionization is the difference between Townsend's first coefficient of ionization and the electron attachment coefficient. Equation (25) has no physical sense unless swarm conditions exist; i.e. N , must be sufficiently large such that Ne can be represented by N ( z ) . Moreover, Ne must be so large that the Law of Large Numbers is operative. This ensures that, for a given value of N ( z ) , proportionality exists between d N ( z ) and dz. If Ne is so small that the Law of Large Numbers is inoperative the statistical nature of the individual collision processes must be taken into account. Application of Equation (25) to a single electron or to a few electrons has no meaning. The conventional written definition of 6 in terms of number of ionizing and attaching collisions per electron per length in the direction of the field is, therefore, a t variance with the proper mathematical definition.
From a mathematical point of view, swarm conditions imply that 6 is defined for a continuum, and that d N ( z ) is a differential which represents the actual number of electrons A N , produced by Ne electrons drifting a distance AZ in the direction of the electric field. Hence 6 is essentially a coefficient of proportionality.
Although & results from a statistical average of a large number of collision processes, & itself is not a statistical variable. It is a macroscopic quantity similar in nature to, for example, the temperature or the pressure of a gas.
ELECTRON AVALANCHE DEVELOPMENT
The application of Equation (25) to the growth of an electron avalanche is normally restricted to the later stages of the development. The reason is that initially Ne will be so small that swarm conditions do not exist. An important consequence of this limitation is that the growth of an electron avalanche will initially not be exponential. The exponential growth will begin when the number of electrons attains such a value that swarm conditions exist. Let z1 denote the lowest value of z for which Ne is so large that swarm conditions exist, then the development of the avalanche for z > z1 will be exponential in these circumstances and given by N(z1) represents the minimum number of electrons for which Equation (25) is valid. It should be noted that the values of both N ( z 1 ) and z1 are unknown and variable. The transition from discrete behavior to swarm conditions is moreover likely to be gradual. This means that specific values for z1 and N ( z 1 ) cannot be given for the growth of an electron avalanche in a given electric field. Evidence for this variation is clearly provided by the scatter observed in the magnitude of single avalanche current pulses recorded under constant experimental conditions; see Raether [9] .
It should be emphasized that the application of the differential Equation (25) to the development of an avalanche implies that this part of the growth is, in principle, deterministic; i.e. if N ( z 1 ) and z1 were known, N ( z ) would be given exactly by Equation (26) . In general, however, z1 and N ( z 1 ) will not be known, and hence the actual magnitude of N ( z ) can never be predicted.
THE ONSET BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE
The formation of a spark breakdown requires that at least one electron is present at a suitable place in the gap when the voltage is applied. These requirements introduce a statistical time-lag t , in the formation of a spark.
This time-lag is of particular importance if the applied voltage increases in time, since finite values of t , will lead to higher breakdown voltages. t , = 0 implies that, with respect to the instantaneous value of the applied voltage, the initiatory electron is in the correct spatial location, such that a minimum voltage is required to break down the gap. Such conditions are most readily met in near-uniform field geometries under the application of a highly stabilized dc voltage, together with suitable irradiation of the cathode surface. This minimum breakdown voltage is called the onset breakdown voltage. Precision breakdown voltage measurements in SFG have indicated that the standard deviation in a series of measurements of the onset breakdown voltage can be as low as 3 V in 62 kV [lo] . It is thus an extremely well defined quantity.
A knowledge of the onset breakdown voltage is of paramount importance in the design of gas insulated systems, and it is a necessity when the reliability of such systems is under consideration. Since the precise physical mechanisms of spark breakdown are as yet not fully understood, all existing criteria for the prediction of onset breakdown voltages are essentially empirical. However, because of the dominating influence of the exponential growth term in the mathematical expression for the development of an electron avalanche, all such criteria [9, 11, 12, 13] can in effect be reduced to the same mathematical expression, viz. (27) in which z is a distance coordinate along the field line in question, zo is the critical avalanche length and K is a dimensionless parameter. This simple expression was originally proposed by Schumann [14, 15] but is today normally referred to as the streamer breakdown criterion.
CRITERIA FOR BREAKDOWN T H E TOWNSEND CRITERION
The Townsend concept of breakdown is associated with the transition from a steady-state gas-amplified current to a self-sustained discharge [16, 17,181. When this concept was conceived, the main interest was in low pressure discharges for which a discussion in terms of uniform fields was adequate. The Townsend breakdown criterion was therefore formulated with special reference to uniform fields and to situations which could be described as one-dimensional. However, with respect to HV insulation problems of today the nonuniform field situation a t high gas pressures is of particular importance.
Let us consider a nonuniform field between two electrodes. One of the electrodes, the cathode, is irradiated such that a steady current I is flowing in the external circuit when a dc voltage is applied, i.e. the number of electrons emitted from the cathode per area and time is so large that swarm conditions exist. In the absence of ionizing processes in the gas the current in the lead will be given by (28) The surface integr4 is extended over the surface of one of the electrodes. Jo denotes the current density a t the surface element dS and e'is a unit vector normal t o and directed away from the electrode.
The current in the external circuit will attain a higher value if the applied voltage is increased t o a level at which ionizing processes are active in the gas. The effect upon the current of these ionizing processes can be taken into account by expressing the current in the following form
in which G is a dimensionless scalar function. The value of G depends on the location of dS.
The current in such an externally maintained prebreakdown Townsend discharge will normally be so low that it is justified to neglect the effect of the charge carriers on the electrostatic field distribution. This means that the flow of the electrons and ions will follow the field lines in the space-charge-free Laplacian field between the electrodes. The contribution d I to the current which is associated with the surface element dS will thus flow in a Faraday field tube defined by the contour of dS. 'Since the cross section of such a field tube is infinitesimal, we can consider the development of d l to be one dimensional.
An expression for G in terms of the primary and secondary ionizing parameters can be derived in the following way. Let us consider the ionizing processes associated with NO electrons which are emitted from the cathode within the surface element dS. No is so large that swarm conditions exists. The total number of negative charge carriers, i.e. electrons and negative ions, which, in the absence of secondary processes, will arrive a t the anode will be No plus a number which is equal to the total number of ionizing collisions within the Faraday field tube. The number of primary ionizing collisions between z and z + dz is in which a is Townsend's first coefficient of ionization and is representing the number of electrons at z. The total number of ionizing collisions within the field tube thus becomes nl(q = NOS(1) (32) with (33) where 1 is the length of a field line within the field tube. If secondary ionizing processes are active an additional number of electrons will be emitted from the cathode within the surface element dS. Let d n z ( z ) denote the number of such secondary electrons leaving the cathode due to collision processes between z and z + dz, then (34) in which W ( Z ) is a generalized secondary coefficient of ionization, see [17, 18] . Integration of Equation (34) yields
with in which nz(1) is the total number of the first generation of secondary electrons emitted from the cathode within the surface element dS. It is evident that secondary electrons are related directly to collision processes within the field tube defined by ds. Additional secondary electrons will be liberated within dS due to collision processes in adjacent flux tubes. These extra secondary electrons are taken into account by including them in No. The total number N ( 1 ) of negative charge carriers which eventually will reach the anode as a result of the emission of No electrons within the surface element dS thus becomes This series will converge if h(l) < 1, and we obtain 1 + s(l)
The function G in Equation (29) is thus given by
In a uniform field C Y , 6 , and w will be constants and 1 will be equal to the gap length d. Consequently Equation (39) simplifies, and following this, Equation (29) leads to the well-known uniform field formula
The series given by Equation (37) . .
P
documented for many gases of engineering importance, meaningful information on w is hardly available. The reason is that w depends not only on field strength and gas pressure, but also on the overall geometry of the system.
In an attempt to overcome these difficulties, Schumann [14] noted that the Townsend criterion would imply a polarity effect in the onset breakdown voltage if it is applied to a gap geometry for which the field distribution is not only nonuniform but also asymmetric. The field along the axis of the standard sphere-gap with one sphere grounded is such a nonuniform and asymmetric field distribution. If the applied voltage is of positive polarity the grounded sphere will be the cathode, and the direction of the integration in the Townsend criterion is then from the grounded sphere towards the HV sphere, whereas the direction of the integration is reversed for negative polarity. This will, because of the mathematical structure of the Townsend criterion, lead to a polarity effect in the dc onset breakdown voltage. Schumann noted that such a polarity effect is absent [19] , and that this effect disappears from the Townsend criterion if one assumes that W ( Z ) is proportional to & ( z ) [14] . The insertion of W ( Z ) = IC6(z), where IC is a constant, in the Townsend criterion leads to or to the simple form known as the Schumann criterion
where K is a dimensionless parameter with an ascribed value of about 18.
It is a common misunderstanding that the Schumann criterion should be entirely empirical. It is in fact closely linked with the Townsend theory.
THE STREAMER CRITERION
Whereas the Townsend theory of spark breakdown depends on many generations of avalanches, a single electron avalanche mechanism is the fundamental characteristic of the streamer concept of breakdown [9, 20] . It is, however, likely that more than one avalanche in fact is required in order to create the background for the growth of the avalanche which eventually precipitates the formation of a spark channel [21] . Field distortion and photo-ionization in the gas have been considered as possible active mechanisms. A proper physical theory for the streamer concept of breakdown has, however, never been formulated. In spite of this situation it is nevertheless possible, by utilizing the inherent mathematical nature of exponential growth, to formulate a quantitative criterion from which the onset value of the breakdown voltage can be calculated if the electric field distribution is known [22, 23] .
It is tacitly Assumed that breakdown occurs when the number of electrons Ne in an electron avalanche reaches a critical value N,. The actual value of Nc is not known, but it is assumed to be of the order of lo', irrespective of the specific conditions under consideration.
The growth of an avalanche initiated at z = 0 by one or more starting electrons will, as discussed earlier, not be exponential until z has reached a value z1 where the number of electrons N(z1) is so large that swarm conditions exist. Thereafter, the growth of the avalanche will be controlled by Equation (26) .
The length of the avalanche when it attains the critical size N , is called the critical avalanche length 20. In a uniform field, or a weakly nonuniform field, 20 will be synonymous with the gap length d. In a nonuniform field zo is the distance from the electrode along the field line in question to the point beyond which the growth of the avalanche ceases, i.e. to the point at which 6 = 0.
Owing to the random nature of the initial stages of the avalanche growth, i.e. for z < 21 the value of z1 will vary considerably for a series of single avalanches developing along the same path. Consequently, for any value of z > 2 1 , a maximum value, N ( z )~~~, for N ( z ) will be obtained for a minimum value of 21. Therefore, for a finite avalanche length, the onset of breakdown will be associated with the avalanche possessing the largest number of electrons.
The criterion for the onset of breakdown can thus be expressed in the following form bl J The criterion can be re-written in the following manner This procedure is valid mathematically. It is, however, important to realize that, whereas the exponential term in Equation (45) has a meaningful physical interpretation, this is not the case for the two exponential terms in Equation (46) when considered individually. They do of course have a mathematical meaning since 6 is a continuous function of the electric field strength and thus of 2.
The variation in the size of the electron avalanches means that the value of N(zl) can differ considerably from the value of the exponential term in the denominator of Equation (46). In addition, a t the onset of breakdown, the numerical value of their ratio will have attained a maximum, corresponding to a minimum value for 21. It is, therefore, evident from Equation (46) that a t the onset of breakdown (47) LO i.e.
11
In Nc # / 6 ( z ) dz
The true size of the electron avalanche at the onset of breakdown is consequently not given by the integral in (48) , an assertion which is frequently seen in the literature. Nevertheless, because of the exponential nature of the variation of 6 with E, this integral will be so dominant a parameter in Equation (46) that it will effectively control the onset condition for breakdown, such that breakdown will occur when this integral attains a certain value K . Thus the streamer criterion can be written as
It is evident that this criterion is strictly empirical. In the literature K is often given the value 18; this being the natural logarithm of the value generally assumed for N,, via. 10'. However, since it follows from (48) that since this implies that N ( z ) will never be less than N(zl), thus ensuring swarm conditions. However, since the value of z1 is unknown, (51) is with reference to numerical calculations of little practical value. As a substitute the less rigorous condition J dz' > o 0 can be used as an indication for the validity of any calculations. It should, however, be noted that fulfillment of (52) does not automatically imply swarm conditions.
ENGlN EERlN G APPLICATIONS FIELD DISTRIBUTION ALONG A FIELD LINE knowledge of the electrostatic field is a necessity for
A an application of the breakdown criterion. Many methods are available from which the required information can be obtained. However, since we are interested only in the field along certain field lines, most standard procedures lead to an excess of data. Whereas the entire field is a solution to a second-order partial differential equation, i.e. Laplace's equation, the field distribution along a field line is given by a first-order ordinary dif-. ferential equation.
In a Laplacian field the field strength E a t a given point P in space and the mean curvature H of the equipotential surface through P are related by the firstorder ordinary differential equation, Green's differential equation, namely
d E ( z )
dz + 2 H ( z ) E ( z ) 0 (53) in which z is a coordinate along the field line through P . For a regular surface the mean curvature H is defined bv
(54)
where R1 and Rz are the radii of curvature of the curves through P of the normal sections of two mutually perpendicular planes. In practice, R1 and R2 are normally taken to be the two principal radii of curvature, i.e. the maximum and the minimum values of all the possible sets of R1 and Rz. It should be noted that the sum of 1/R1 and 1/R2 is constant as long as these are referred to two mutually perpendicular planes [24]. 
Although it was expressed in terms of potential, Equation (53) was first derived by Green in his famous
in which z is the distance along the field line from the surface of the electrode. E ( 0 ) and H ( 0 ) are the values of field strength and mean curvature at the location of the field line on the electrode. The range of validity of Equation (56) can be estimated by examining the fields of two simple geometries, namely the isolated sphere and the isolated circular cylinder. These are the simplest geometries which encompass the overall (RI, R2) variation of interest, i.e. T 1. R1 finite, R2 finite and R1 = R2 2. R1 finite, Rz infinite.
For these fields, the associated variations of H ( z ) are, on the basis of Equation (54), for the isolated sphere, and
for the isolated circular cylinder. Upon insertion in Equation (55) and integration, we obtain expressions for the two field distributions in terms of conductor mean curvature. For the isolated sphere we obtain and for the isolated circular cylinder
For H ( 0 ) z < 1, these exact expressions can be expanded in terms of H ( 0 ) z . Thus for the isolated sphere we obtain
E(O)
and for the isolated circular cylinder
from which it is seen that, for H ( 0 ) z < 0.1, Equation (56) represents a rather good approximation to the field near a HV electrode.
An important area of application of Green's differential Equation (53) is in the assessment of numerical field calculations. As a knowledge of the conductor geometries is a prerequisite of any numerical method of solving Laplace's equation, the determination of the mean curvature of the different conductors is independent of the field calculations. Consequently the fulfillment of the differential Equation (53) at a conductor surface can be used to check the accuracy of the numerical field calculation. If the conductor as a whole is considered to be associated with z = 0, then for the selected location we compare the value obtained for with the corresponding value of 2H(O). This method of checking is an intrinsic feature of the charge simulation method of field calculation developed by Steinbigler [29] .
The field distribution in the proximity of a conductor surface can be checked by means of Equation (56) Apart from concave surfaces which will yield a gradient of $2, the only exception to the general rule is a plane sutface for which H ( 0 ) = 0. The gradient should thus be zero a t the conductor surface. Other surfaces can also display H ( 0 ) = 0. However, since this implies that R1 = -R2, such locations are invariably associated with low field regions and are therefore of little interest in gas breakdown studies.
BREAKDOWN IN ATMOSPHERIC AIR
No other gas is so widely used as an insulating medium as atmospheric air. Since the dielectric properties depend on temperature, pressure and humidity it is customary to refer to a set of standard conditions. These are 20'C, 101.325 kPa, and a water vapor content of 11 g/m3. However, since air is also used as an insulating gas at higher pressures, it is convenient to use 100 kPa = 1 bar as the reference pressure. In view of the dimensions actually encountered in HV design work, field strengths will be quoted in kV/mm rather than MV/m although these units are identical. Similarly E / p , where p is the gas pressure, will be given with the unit kV (mm 
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Data for 6 / p as a function of E / p for atmospheric air are available in the literature [11,30]. It is, however, extremely difficult to measure these quantities at realistic gas pressures in the range of E / p values of engineering interest. Furthermore, although the calculated breakdown voltages are very insensitive to the value of K , the fact that K is unknown makes it problematic to apply the breakdown criterion in a direct way.
These difficulties can, as shown by Schumann, be circumvented in the following manner. By applying Equation (63) to a strictly uniform field of gap length d and pressure p we obtain the following expression where 60 is the effective coefficient of ionization for air which is associated with the uniform-field onset break- 
The unknown constant K is thus replaced by two known constants B and C. Since the critical avalanche length zo is the distance from the electrode beyond which a net growth of ionization is impossible, it follows from Equation (68) that zo can be obtained from
(71)
in which B and C are constants. Equation (65) can be rewritten as unless, of course, the field distribution is such that the avalanche is crossing the gap, making zo = d.
The field strength E ( z ) in a divergent field can be written as
If f ( z ) is known from a general calculation of the electrostatic field for the entire system, insertion in Equations (71) and (72) will yield the onset breakdown field strength a t the electrode Eo.
(65)
If the field distribution is not known then the exact values of f(z) will be given by Thus, from a comparison of (64) and (67) we can deduce that, on the basis of (63) and (65), the functional dependence of 6 / p for atmospheric air can be expressed as 
Insertion of Equation (68) in (63) shows that the criterion for the onset of breakdown in air can be written in the form
(74)
In this situation the only value of H ( z ) which is known will be H ( 0 ) . If, however, the field is known to be divergent everywhere in the region of interest, we may assume that the exact value of H ( z ) will be somewhere between the values of H ( z ) for the circular cylindrical field and the spherical field, i.e. the values given by Equations (58) and (57), respectively. This means that the required onset breakdown field strength Eo is to be found in the interval between the values of Eo given by these two limiting field configurations for the specified value of the mean curvature H ( 0 ) of the electrode surface. These two very simple field situations are therefore of paramount importance.
Since the breakdown onset field strength Eo will depend on the mean curvature of the electrode surface it is convenient to introduce a dimensionless curvature factor It is thus seen that the introduction of the mean curvature in the analysis leads to one formula, which contains the onset breakdown data for air for all possible shapes of electrodes. Moreover, since the formula is written as an adapted quantity equation, p / H 0 need not be inserted in the unit 'bar mm'. The reason is that the expression within the bracket is a dimensionless number if p / H o is inserted as a [number]x[unit]. The formula is ,therefore valid irrespective of the choice of units.
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-- Similarly we obtain for the circular cylindrical field, for which (79) and (81). The full line refers to the spherical field and the dashed line to the circular cylindrical field distribution. These two curves can be considered to be the limiting curves for all electrode conThe large range of validity of Equation (82) can be illustrated by applying it to three very different gap geometries, viz. a hemispherically-tipped rod-plane gap, a sphere-plane gap, and a coaxial cylindrical gap. All three arrangements are in air a t atmospheric pressure, i.e. p = 101.3 kPa. The planes and the outer cylinder are at zero potential. Plotted against the mean curvature of the electrodes a single curve can represent the variation of the discharge onset field strength Eo = CBp for all three systems. Two curves are needed, however, to show the variation of E0 with the radius R of the HV electrodes. Data for the rod-plane gap and the sphere-plane gap can be combined in one curve since in this instance their electrodes have the same value of R. A separate curve is needed to represent the cylindrical gap because the mean curvature of a cylinder is only half of the corresponding value for the rod and sphere; see Equation (54). These two curves are shown in Figure 2 . The full line refers to the rod-plane and the sphere-plane gaps whereas the dashed line refers to the coaxial cylinders. It has been tacitly assumed that the critical avalanche length is a small fraction of the total gap length. Experimental values for rod-plane and sphere-plane gaps are given by Steinbigler [29] , and similar data for cylinders are given by Schumann [14] . These data are shown as crosses in Figure 2 .
The onset breakdown voltage U0 for the electrode arrangement can be calculated from in which 7 is the field utilization factor introduced by Schwaiger [33] . It is defined as the ratio between the average field strength of the gap and the maximum field strength at the electrode surface. B is the limiting value of E / p below which growth of ionization is impossible, see Equation (69), and d is the gap length. The field utilization factor is known if the field distribution is known. Information about for many standard electrode configurations can be found in the literature, for example  [28,29,33,34,35,36 ]. 
BREAKDOWN IN STRONGLY ELECTRONEGATIVE GASES
In practice the E / p range of interest for any strongly electronegative gas or gas mixture will be around the limiting value ( E / p ) l i m , i.e. the value of E / p for which the effective coefficient of ionization 6 is zero. In this range of E / p , the magnitude of d / p is the difference between two much larger, approximately equal quantities which vary rapidly with E / p ; viz. those quantities representing the electron production and attachment pro- Applications of the streamer criterion to breakdown in nonuniform fields are best performed through the use of Paschen curve data. In many cases this will be the only possible approach simply because of the lack of reliable ionization growth data. Furthermore, the difficulty with the unknown K-factor is bypassed through this approach.
Introducing the curvature factor C, Equation (75) 
The dimensionless function f ( z ) , Equation (73), describes the variation of the field strength along the field line where the discharge can develop. A knowledge of ( E / p ) l i m and M is sufficient, therefore, for a calculation of breakdown onset values in any strongly electronegative gas.
The required data can be obtained from measurements in a 'uniform field' gap of the linear part of the Paschen curve. A true uniform field is, however, an idealization. This is not simply because 'uniform field' electrodes are difficult to design, the reason is of a fundamental nature. It is namely a logical consequence of the Maxwell theory that a true uniform electric field cannot be established within a volume of finite dimensions. To obtain valid data a low degree of field nonuniformity is a necessary requirement [39, 40] . If the degree of field nonuniformity associated with 'uniform field' gaps is de- 
< -
aspect has been discussed in detail with reference to a recent experimental study [43] .
Since the value of M is obtained by extrapolating from the pa! interval where the curve is linear, a small uncertainty in the slope of this section, i.e. in ( E / p ) l i m , can result in a large uncertainty in the evaluation of M .
Consequently, to fully exploit the inherent advantages of this method considerable experimental precision is essential. An interesting alternative method by which M , but not ( E / p ) l i m , can be obtained from measurements in a nonuniform field has been suggested by Qiu and Liu [44] .
The use of Equations (88) and (89) can be illustrated by considering a rotationally symmetric electric field. The field distribution near the surface of the highly stressed electrode will, as a first approximation, be given by Equation (59), i.e. f ( z ) will be given by Equation (78). Insertion in Equations (88) and (89) With reference to SFG this restriction was observed in the work of Boyd and Crichton [41] . Since in the literature reference is often made to the Paschen curve for SFG adopted by CIGRE [421 it must be emphasized that this Paschen curve is derived from experimental data which do not obey the condition given in Equation Figure 4 . The curve is valid for both unary gases and binary gas mixtures [45] .
The basis of Equation (90) Figure 4
The figure of merit M as a function of ( E /~) I ;~ for strongly electronegative gases and gas mixtures.
SURFACE ROUGHNESS A N D BREAKDOWN
The successful application of compressed SF6 as a dielectric in gas-insulated substations stimulated a renewed interest in gaseous dielectrics. This lead to a search for gases or gas mixtures with better dielectric properties than SF6. Such gases or gas mixtures will inevitably be strongly electronegative. An important approach to this search is that suggested by Christophorou and his colleagues [46, 47, 48] .
In this molecular approach it is tacitly assumed that a gas for which ( E / p ) l ; , is higher than that for pure SF6 is a better gaseous insulant, provided that it can be applied under similar circumstances. From a molecular point of view this is a natural assumption, since no net gain of ionization is possible for E / p lower than ( E / P )~;~ However, from an engineering point of view ( E / P )~;~ is on its own not a suitable parameter for an assessment of possible design values for the maximum macroscopic ( E / p ) which can be accepted in practice. This is clearly illustrated by referring to pure SF6. The maximum macroscopic design field strength Ed, which can be tolerated in an overvoltage situation in an SF6 insulated GIS without seriously affecting the reliability, is considerably less than that indicated by (E/p)lim [49, 501, i.e. (94) in which c is a constant which for compressed SF6 has a value of -0.5. The reason for this relatively large difference between the maximum design value and the limiting value is related to the influence of small microscopic field perturbations caused by the unavoidable presence of electrode surface defects and freely moving particles. The severity of this influence is likely to increase, the more electronegative the gas or gas mixture is relative to SF6.
A high value of (E/p)li, will thus not automatically ensure that such a gas could be a suitable alternative to SF6. The (E/p)l,, must be supplemented with other data before an assessment can be undertaken of the relevant dielectric properties. The required additional information is the figure of merit M [51, 52] .
A direct numerical analysis of the effect of surface roughness is not possible since the field distributions associated with actual surface defects are inherently unknown. To circumvent this difficulty, models of defects of various degrees of complexity have been proposed [53, 541. However, the use of models can lead to specific conclusions which do not have general validity, since on examination these are shown to be associated with properties unique to the model [54] .
The only electrostatic field which can be dealt with in a unique way is the macroscopic field distribution. This can be calculated from the idealized geometry of the system, neglecting the effects of all defects. All design parameters must, therefore, refer to this macroscopic field distribution. Hence the parameters for consideration are the gas pressure p and the design field strength Ed, i.e. the maximum macroscopic field strength which can be tolerated under any circumstances in the system. The true maximum field strength E , which can occur in the system is larger than Ed because of the perturbations of the field due to surface roughness, i.e.
where the field enhancement factor m is independent of the selected value of Ed. Although m is generally an unknown constant the value of this factor will normally be of the order of 10 or less, see Loeb [56] . Recently, an experimental technique has been developed [57] which allows the m value of a practical surface to be determined. Results confirm that an upper limit of 10 for such surfaces is a reliable measure.
Since the actual field distribution associated with E, is entirely unknown we cannot calculate the true breakdown strength of the system. However, breakdown must not occur at Ed. We can, therefore, from the streamer breakdown criterion for strongly electronegative gases, see Equations (88) and (89), obtain that the following condition must be fulfilled at E d ,
in which g ( z ) is the unknown field distribution associated with Em. Although this integral cannot a t all be evaluated, it is clearly seen that, the larger M / p is, the larger are the values of the integral which can be tolerated. The larger M becomes, the less sensitive is that particular gas to the effect of field disturbances from defects. M can therefore be used as a figure of merit describing this effect [51,52].
The lack of knowledge concerning the E, field distribution may be circumvented using a comparative technique [23]. If the discharge characteristic for the system in question is known, then this technique allows the direct assessment of a possible replacement gas to be made based solely on this characteristic and the M and ( E / P )~;~ data of the two gases [58].
The real macroscopic breakdown onset field strength Et is called the technical breakdown field strength of the system. When surface roughness influences the breakdown voltage, Et is less than the theoretical breakdown onset field strength Eo obtained from the breakdown criterion. This reduction can be described by a surface roughness factor ( defined by 149,531
(97)
Design values for ( cannot be calculated. These values, which must be fixed on the basis of experience, will depend on the treatment of the conductor surfaces [49, 551. The technical breakdown voltage Ut for the system can be written in the form in which q is the field utilization factor, i.e. the ratio between the macroscopic average and maximum field strengths related to the gap length d , and ( is the curvature factor which can be obtained from Equations (91) or (93).
CONCLUSIONS
RITERIA for the electrical breakdown of gaseous di-C electrics are, when expressed in terms of ionization growth parameters, of limited use to HV design engineers. In many cases, the lack of fundamental data will make application of these criteria difficult or even impossible. Furthermore, since these will in practice contain at least one parameter which must be chosen arbitrarily, results may be no better than results obtained from ruleof-thumb methods. It is possible, however, to formulate quantitative, nonuniform field, breakdown or onset criteria which are free from such uncertain or unknown parameter s.
All the necessary data for the application of these breakdown criteria to a particular gaseous dielectric are obtained directly from the associated Paschen curve, i.e. from uniform field breakdown measurements. No knowledge of the specific values of the ionization and attachment coefficients for the gas is required, although a functional dependence 6 ( E ) is invoked. A distinct advantage accrues since breakdown voltage measurements are much easier to perform than measurements of prebreakdown ionization growth parameters.
It is essential, however, to emphasize that the required Paschen curve data must refer to proper uniform field conditions. The restriction, which is imposed on the acceptable degree of field nonuniformity, has unfortunately not always been observed for the Paschen curve data available in the literature. An example is the Paschen curve for SFs adopted by CIGRE which does not represent proper uniform field data. The limit for this requirement depends on the gas in question. The more electronegative the gas or gas mixture is, the stricter is the limit to the acceptable degree of field nonuniformity. If this restriction is ignored the compounded error can be far from negligible.
In the present study the emphasis has been placed on the onset of breakdown, i.e. on the lowest possible breakdown voltage. This will normally be synonymous with the dc breakdown voltage. Other factors will in practice affect the actual breakdown voltage. These factors are associated with the time lag which is involved in the formation of the breakdown. For atmospheric air this can in special cases be utilized favorably in the design of an apparatus. This aspect is of little relevance in compressed gas systems in which the gaseous dielectric is strongly electronegative e.g. SFG. The adoption of methods which depend on time lag effects cannot in general be recommended since this may lead to a dramatic reduction in the reliability of such a system. Finally,
